Alternative lifestyles: the population structure of Trypanosoma cruzi.
The genetic palette from which the spectrum of variability in Trypanosoma cruzi has been drawn is astonishingly limited. In this review we address the roots of this unusual pedigree and the usefulness of various taxonomic markers in relation to the manifestation of clinical disease and the geographic distribution of the parasite. The circumstances leading to the population structure of the extant strains were dictated by the unusual and apparently exceedingly rare mode of genetic exchange employed in this species, that being the non-meiotic fusion of two diploid cells. Two-hybridization events have been postulated in the whole of the T. cruzi pedigree, the first of which yielded the four predominant nuclear genotypes. Hybridization may be a common occurrence among closely related strains of T. cruzi, but either infrequent or inefficient when two diverse strains attempt the process. Two of the genotypes define the parental lineages, while the other two are mosaics of the parental contributions distinguished from one another by polymorphisms accumulated after the separation of a common, homozygous hybrid progeny line. The greatest genetic complexity is seen in the result of the second fusion event between one of the original parental strains and a progeny strain. The second generation of progeny reveals the proximal consequences of fusion, maintaining widespread nuclear heterozygosity and the first examples of recombination between the genotypes involved in the second hybridization. If the genesis of the heterozygous progeny follows the same path as their predecessors, these lines will move toward homozygosity after having had the opportunity for recombination. Thus, the total number of alleles may increase to five in another few million years.